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“For every complex problem, there is an answer that is
clear, simple, and wrong.” - H.L. Mencken

by

Doug Greer, Ottawa Area ISD
DGreer@oaisd.org
Twitter @Doug_Greer4
siTimeline.com



Participate in the poll
(survey) posted to
www.slido.com using
code SLO823.

1.

Which one of the
follow statements
regarding student
growth is TRUE?

Summary 1st
half (5 min)

“Dan Pink says human are
motivated by 3 things:
1) Autonomy (Set our
own goals)
2) Mastery (always
striving to be a little
better than the day
before) and
3) Purpose (connects to a
higher cause).”

Summary 2nd
half (5 min)

by Doug Greer, Ottawa AISD
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PA-173 (based on SB 103)
SGP &
Proficiency
If available

2018/19
and beyond

SLO (Local
Growth &
Assessment
Data)

simply and clearly defined…
student growth is the measure of
academic achievement of a single
student or a group of students
across two or more points of time.
(Batelle, 2011) (Castellano & Ho, 2014)
(Marzano & Toth, 2013) (MDE, 2017)

SAME Students,
NOT same test needed.

Psychometrician and Professor
at the University of Wisconsin

Seven Common Ways to Measure Academic Growth
1. Residual Gain Model (Delaware and Reading Now Network)
2. Projection Model (predicting residual)
3. Student Growth Percentile (Michigan & Colorado)
4. Multivariate Model (Tennessee, North Carolina, & others)
5. Simple Gain Score (vertical scale or pre/post test)
6. Trajectory Model (predicting simple gain)
7. Categorical Model (ideal for SLOs, standard setting)

by Doug Greer, Ottawa AISD
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1)
2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
7)

8/23/2017

Describe the student population
Describe the essential standards or most
important learning from the course
Describe previous data known about the
given student population
Describe the assessment that will measure
the essential standards.
Establish rigorous and attainable growth
targets for groups of students or the whole.
Rationalize the specific growth targets.
Instructional Strategies for how teachers will
help students reach the #5 goals.

by Doug Greer, Ottawa AISD
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Learning Target  Standard(s)  Cluster(s)  Courses

Increasing scope of content & duration of cycle

SLO Guidance within a PLC

Summative

8/23/2017

•Taken from: Perie, M., Marion, S., & Gong, B. (2009). Moving
toward a comprehensive assessment system: A framework for
considering interim assessments. Educational measurement: Issues
and practice. 28(3) pp. 5-13.
•Interim broken up into “Benchmark” and “CFA” to reflect DuFour
language, enhanced descriptors by D. Greer at Ottawa Area ISD

(evaluative)

Benchmark
(evaluative or predictive)

Instructional Interim or
Common Formative Assessment
(primarily instructional, may also evaluate)

Formative Assessment (daily checking for understanding,
integrated into each lesson, instructional ONLY)
Increasing frequency of administration
Annually  Quarterly  Monthly  Weekly  Daily  Hourly  more …



STOP teaching to the sample items



Begin understanding how sample items
increase the difficulty for students.



Embed sample items into your own
assessments, both interim and formative.



Learn how to trip up students and create an
environment where it is safe to fail.
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Tiny moments of reflection and planning in
your weekly meetings
1.

Always bring a third point of
reference on student learning
a)
b)

2.

3.







What do we expect? Essential Learning
How do we know they learned it? Formative & Interim

Discuss “Why are students struggling
on the essential learning”? (causal theory)
Then discuss “How might we deepen
student learning that is essential for
our grade level/content area?”

Important standard: Guaranteed to be taught to ALL
students … are taught to everyone, assessed formatively
and on interim assessments; however, re-teaching usually
ends at the end of the unit.
Essential standards: Guaranteed to be learned by ALL
students. … are taught to everyone, assessed and reassessed such that re-teaching extends beyond the unit …
replace grades when mastery occurs.
Nice to Know standards: Taught to some students. …
Often taught in a specialized class or used to provide
enrichment to students in one of the three required courses.
Assessment limited to those students.

Prioritizing Standards … Power Standards
Leverage

Endurance

Greatest results,
across contents

Need as an adult
(age 25)

by Doug Greer, Ottawa AISD

Essential
Important
OR Nice
to Know

Readiness

Necessary for
the next level

3. Students will
persevere in problem
solving (Habit of mind).

High
Stakes Test

2. Students will be able
to identify parts of
speech (n, v, adj,
prep…)

Appears on State or
National Test

1. Students will write
Persuasively

Teacher
Intuition

Based on Larry Ainsworth’s work, amended and presented by Laura Robinson with Solution Tree

Standard Language

5
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A standard of proof that must be met by a
plaintiff if he or she is to win a civil action.
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Preponderance+of+Evidence



The quantum of evidence that constitutes a
preponderance cannot be reduced to a simple
formula.



A preponderance of evidence has been
described as just enough evidence to make it
more likely than not that the claim is true.

Prioritize Standards: Essential,
Important, and Nice to Know
Build rigorous interim and
formative assessments
Analysis leads to Action: WHY
are students struggling?
Analysis leads to Action: HOW
do we deepen understanding?

1.
2.

3.

With whom will we collaborate this year?
Prior to each unit of instruction, identify one or
more big idea (essential standard) for students to
master.
Begin with the unit test and assure:




4.

5.

Essential standards have sufficient evidence (SR & FR)
Align and vary RIGOR (Depth of Knowledge levels)
Align to high stake format, use sample items

Analyze “why students struggle on essentials?”
and “How do we deepen learning?”
Meet on a regular basis, even if just for 15 min.
to discuss one struggle students experienced and
how we might deepen their learning.

by Doug Greer, Ottawa AISD
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considering interim assessments. Educational measurement: Issues
and practice. 28(3) pp. 5-13.
•Interim broken up into “Benchmark” and “CFA” to reflect DuFour
language, enhanced descriptors by D. Greer at Ottawa Area ISD

(evaluative)

Benchmark
(evaluative or predictive)

Instructional Interim or
Common Formative Assessment
(primarily instructional, may also evaluate)

Formative Assessment (daily checking for understanding,
integrated into each lesson, instructional ONLY)
Increasing frequency of administration
Annually  Quarterly  Monthly  Weekly  Daily  Hourly  more …



STOP teaching to the sample items



Begin understanding how sample items
increase the difficulty for students.



Embed sample items into your own
assessments, both interim and formative.



Learn how to trip up students and create an
environment where it is safe to fail.
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Tiny moments of reflection and planning in
your weekly meetings
1.

Always bring a third point of
reference on student learning
a)
b)

2.

3.







What do we expect? Essential Learning
How do we know they learned it? Formative & Interim

Discuss “Why are students struggling
on the essential learning”? (causal theory)
Then discuss “How might we deepen
student learning that is essential for
our grade level/content area?”

Important standard: Guaranteed to be taught to ALL
students … are taught to everyone, assessed formatively
and on interim assessments; however, re-teaching usually
ends at the end of the unit.
Essential standards: Guaranteed to be learned by ALL
students. … are taught to everyone, assessed and reassessed such that re-teaching extends beyond the unit …
replace grades when mastery occurs.
Nice to Know standards: Taught to some students. …
Often taught in a specialized class or used to provide
enrichment to students in one of the three required courses.
Assessment limited to those students.

Prioritizing Standards … Power Standards
Leverage

Endurance

Greatest results,
across contents

Need as an adult
(age 25)
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Essential
Important
OR Nice
to Know

Readiness

Necessary for
the next level

3. Students will
persevere in problem
solving (Habit of mind).

High
Stakes Test

2. Students will be able
to identify parts of
speech (n, v, adj,
prep…)

Appears on State or
National Test

1. Students will write
Persuasively

Teacher
Intuition

Based on Larry Ainsworth’s work, amended and presented by Laura Robinson with Solution Tree

Standard Language

5
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A standard of proof that must be met by a
plaintiff if he or she is to win a civil action.
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Preponderance+of+Evidence



The quantum of evidence that constitutes a
preponderance cannot be reduced to a simple
formula.



A preponderance of evidence has been
described as just enough evidence to make it
more likely than not that the claim is true.

Prioritize Standards: Essential,
Important, and Nice to Know
Build rigorous interim and
formative assessments
Analysis leads to Action: WHY
are students struggling?
Analysis leads to Action: HOW
do we deepen understanding?

1.
2.

3.

With whom will we collaborate this year?
Prior to each unit of instruction, identify one or
more big idea (essential standard) for students to
master.
Begin with the unit test and assure:




4.

5.

Essential standards have sufficient evidence (SR & FR)
Align and vary RIGOR (Depth of Knowledge levels)
Align to high stake format, use sample items

Analyze “why students struggle on essentials?”
and “How do we deepen learning?”
Meet on a regular basis, even if just for 15 min.
to discuss one struggle students experienced and
how we might deepen their learning.
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“For every complex problem, there is an answer that is
clear, simple, and wrong.” - H.L. Mencken

by

Doug Greer, Ottawa Area ISD
DGreer@oaisd.org
Twitter @Doug_Greer4
siTimeline.com



Participate in the poll
(survey) posted to
www.slido.com using
code SLO823.

1.

Which one of the
follow statements
regarding student
growth is TRUE?

Summary 1st
half (5 min)

“Dan Pink says human are
motivated by 3 things:
1) Autonomy (Set our
own goals)
2) Mastery (always
striving to be a little
better than the day
before) and
3) Purpose (connects to a
higher cause).”

Summary 2nd
half (5 min)

by Doug Greer, Ottawa AISD

1
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PA-173 (based on SB 103)
SGP &
Proficiency
If available

2018/19
and beyond

SLO (Local
Growth &
Assessment
Data)

simply and clearly defined…
student growth is the measure of
academic achievement of a single
student or a group of students
across two or more points of time.
(Batelle, 2011) (Castellano & Ho, 2014)
(Marzano & Toth, 2013) (MDE, 2017)

SAME Students,
NOT same test needed.

Psychometrician and Professor
at the University of Wisconsin

Seven Common Ways to Measure Academic Growth
1. Residual Gain Model (Delaware and Reading Now Network)
2. Projection Model (predicting residual)
3. Student Growth Percentile (Michigan & Colorado)
4. Multivariate Model (Tennessee, North Carolina, & others)
5. Simple Gain Score (vertical scale or pre/post test)
6. Trajectory Model (predicting simple gain)
7. Categorical Model (ideal for SLOs, standard setting)
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1)
2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
7)

8/23/2017

Describe the student population
Describe the essential standards or most
important learning from the course
Describe previous data known about the
given student population
Describe the assessment that will measure
the essential standards.
Establish rigorous and attainable growth
targets for groups of students or the whole.
Rationalize the specific growth targets.
Instructional Strategies for how teachers will
help students reach the #5 goals.
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What do we expect? Essential Learning
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Discuss “Why are students struggling
on the essential learning”? (causal theory)
Then discuss “How might we deepen
student learning that is essential for
our grade level/content area?”
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students … are taught to everyone, assessed formatively
and on interim assessments; however, re-teaching usually
ends at the end of the unit.
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students. … are taught to everyone, assessed and reassessed such that re-teaching extends beyond the unit …
replace grades when mastery occurs.
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Often taught in a specialized class or used to provide
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described as just enough evidence to make it
more likely than not that the claim is true.
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master.
Begin with the unit test and assure:
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Essential standards have sufficient evidence (SR & FR)
Align and vary RIGOR (Depth of Knowledge levels)
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to discuss one struggle students experienced and
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Then discuss “How might we deepen
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students … are taught to everyone, assessed formatively
and on interim assessments; however, re-teaching usually
ends at the end of the unit.
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students. … are taught to everyone, assessed and reassessed such that re-teaching extends beyond the unit …
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Often taught in a specialized class or used to provide
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